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Introduction
We all live in a society connected to the rest of the world on 
a daily basis by food, work, music, sport, clothes, travel, TV, 
film and the internet. These influences create opportunities 
for young people to gain new experiences of different people, 
places, cultures and lifestyles.

“81% of young people believe young people need to 
understand global matters in order to make choices about 
how they want to lead their lives.” (1)

Young people’s lives cannot be viewed only in a local or 
national context, as all local communities have global links. In 
other words the world is not only ‘out there’, it is here. Trade 
and communications have created a global society where the 
livelihoods of young people in the UK are directly affected by 
the actions of others throughout the world and they in turn 
affect others through the way they live their lives. 

“Reducing poverty is not just a moral issue. The closer 
we are connected across the continents, the more we 
become dependent on each other. And if we don’t act now 
to reduce inequality, there’s a real danger that life for all 
of us – wherever we live – will become unsustainable.” (2)

This document presents the case for why global issues are 
integral to the design and delivery of youth work in the UK. It 
will be of interest to all those working in informal education 
with young people, but is primarily aimed at the following 
audiences:
 Decision makers within national voluntary youth 

organisations
 Senior youth and community education officers within 

local authorities
 Curriculum development officers within youth work 

organisations
 Youth and community work training agencies and 

providers.

The document emphasises the links between global 
issues and current social agendas and outlines the 
action maintained youth services, voluntary youth work 
organisations and youth work training providers can take to 
develop and embed a global dimension in their work. It also 
includes examples of practice and sources of information, 
training, resources and support.

“Those working to support youth and community 
learning, as they seek to address issues of social 
inclusion, have long been aware that many of the causes 
of these issues lie outside local communities and that 
only by understanding wider forces can we begin to 
design more effective interventions that address issues 
both here and abroad.” (3)

The issues raised and approaches set out here are supported 
by a range of youth work providers and agencies alongside the 
Department for International Development (DFID), which supports 
a range of educational activities and programmes in the UK to 
raise awareness of and support for development issues.

Young people in a global society
If young people are to make informed and ethical choices 
about their futures and how they live their lives now, they 
need to be aware of the global influences that shape these 
choices. They need to be able to make sense of their place 
in a complex world and move towards shaping that world for 
the better. 

Similarly the economic, educational and cultural issues that 
create social inclusion and exclusion cannot be seen only in 
a national context. Young people are often the most affected 
by the global forces that shape all our lives and need to be 
equipped to respond to these.

Young people experiencing social exclusion can benefit 
from educational experiences that place the issues facing 
them in a wider context, where they can reflect on their 
opportunities and develop the necessary skills to move 
towards experiencing life beyond the immediate and local.

The document emphasises the links between global 

Homelessness and 
refugees video project

Young people from a local authority 
youth club discuss their own impressions of 
homeless people and refugees, which raise 

a range of questions. To answer some of these 
questions the group interviews local councillors, 
police, hostel workers, homeless young people 

and young refugees. The group produces a peer 
education video, which shows the links between 

homelessness and refugees and critically 
examines how other young people, the 

authorities, media and the public,
perceive these groups.

“Development education 
(global youth work) increases 

understanding of and caring for others, 
and in broadening horizons, can set the 

needs and problems of their own community 
in a world-wide context. Regular involvement in 
development education activities is consistent 

with the core principles and makes a significant 
contribution to the personal and social

development of young people.” 

Youth Work – A Model for Effective 
Practice, Department of Education 

Northern Ireland p.33 (1997)
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It is also clear that we can no longer assume that international 
tensions and conflicts will remain within national borders and 
not affect the lives of young people in the UK.

“Technological change and globalisation demand that 
young people of today must develop knowledge, skills 
and flexibility for their world of the future. Society, and 
the role and structure of the family, is changing.” (4)

Youth services

This rapidly changing world creates new opportunities 
and challenges for youth work providers. Local authority 
youth services and voluntary youth work organisations 
need to respond to the changing circumstances and reflect 
this in policy and the services they deliver. Good quality 
youth exchanges have historically provided some of these 
opportunities. Exploring global issues can lead to an 
international exchange, but equally good work can go on 
locally with the minimum of time and resources.

“Young people in …urope form part of societies which 
are open to outside cultural and economic influences. 
The world is their frame of reference, and they have 
no hesitation in espousing the kind of products, which 
symbolise globalisation. At the same time, they dispute 
some of the consequences of globalisation on grounds
of social justice, openness and ‘sustainable’ 
development.” (5) 

Youth services offer unique informal educational opportunities 
for young people to develop their understanding of the world 
and take action on the global issues that concern them, 
using participative approaches. There are many examples of 
young people working together to challenge prejudice and 
negative stereotypes of people and places and celebrating 
cultural and ethnic diversity through programmes of quality 
youth work.

This good practice can be supported, developed and 
expanded through developing ‘global youth work’ 
approaches. In the formal education sector it is becoming 
recognised that young people need to develop knowledge 
of different cultures, customs, languages, technologies and 
employment opportunities. 

“Young people have doubts about the international 
institutions, which seem to them to be relatively 
inaccessible, arcane and unconcerned about young 
people’s issues. This relationship between young people 
and globalisation, which is mixed to say the least, is a 
sign of malaise and must not be ignored.” (6)

Global youth work
Global youth work is good youth work practice. It is an 
approach, which starts from young people’s everyday 
experiences and engages them in a critical analysis of local 

and global influences on their lives and their communities. 
Getting this right can form the bedrock for life long learning 
about the world and our place in it.

Global youth work aims to raise awareness of the globalised 
world, its history and the rich diversity of its peoples. It 
encourages an exploration of the relationship between local 
and global issues and enables young people’s personal 
development through active participation in actions that 
aim to bring about change. It is concerned with justice, 
locally and globally. Key to this is ensuring that the most 
disadvantaged young people, along with the majority, have 
the opportunities to engage with these issues and benefit 
individually and as members of groups.

Global youth work is important 
because:
  Youth work is an effective method of informal education. 

Enabling young people to make informed choices about 
how they lead their lives cannot stop at local or national 
boundaries. 

  The values underpinning youth work reflect the need to 
challenge discrimination and oppression. This cannot just 
be confined to local issues, as all issues have a global 
dimension and connections.

  It can enable young people to understand the world 
around them and its history from different viewpoints, 
including the experiences of people from the ‘majority’ 
countries in the south of the world and not just the 
wealthy nations of the ‘minority’ northern world.

  It creates opportunities to develop the skills, attitudes 
and knowledge to play an active role in UK society and 
internationally, increasing self-esteem, confidence and 
sense of achievement.

DJ skills project

Young people excluded from school 
take part in a DJ training programme where 

they learn skills, increase their knowledge and 
confidence and gain accreditation. Through the 
programme the young people learn about the 
origins of musical styles and appreciate music 

from around the world including countries in the 
south, which they have had little or no contact 

with previously. This raises awareness of the 
interconnected nature of the world and 

positive cultural exchange. 
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  It can enable young people to explore their own values 
and identities as individuals and members of peer 
groups, local, national and international communities and 
explore and respect the values and identities of others.

  The world is changing economically, technologically 
and culturally. Young people need to understand these 
changes and equip themselves with the skills and 
knowledge necessary to play a positive part in the 
growing range of work and learning opportunities 
available.

  Effective global youth work provides further opportunities 
to educate and empower young people about the effects 
of racism and their role in tackling it.

  Youth services and educational establishments are 
already responding to address issues of social exclusion 
and developing Citizenship education. Including a global 
perspective offers different opportunities and methods to 
enhance this work. 

  There are many examples of using youth work methods 
for delivering alternative curriculum strategies. These can 
build on the learning that is taking place within the formal 
education sectors on citizenship and related global and 
international themes.

  It recognises that social exclusion and poverty have 
structural causes that are often dictated by factors 
beyond the control of local communities.

   Young people do want to know more about, and take 
action on global issues of human rights and justice. There 
is a danger that we fail young people if we do not enable 
them to look critically at global and other international 
issues which they face every day of their lives.

Key themes of global 
youth work

Citizenship and social cohesion

Often young people in the UK have complex identities made 
up of various cultures, races, languages, heritages, religions 
and traditions. Alongside this young people draw inspiration 
and role models from around the world. Assumptions about 
what it means to be ‘British’ are increasingly difficult to 
make and can actually alienate and exclude individuals and 
communities from playing an active part in society. 

These issues of citizenship are an everyday reality for the 
lives of many young people in the UK and in particular 
asylum seekers and refugees. 

 Youth services and educational establishments are 

An 
international youth 

exchange 

Are the lifestyles of young people 
in Scotland so very different to those of 

young people in Barbados? Young women 
from an outreach project in North Lanarkshire 

develop an exchange with Barbados to look at the 
themes of sexual health, addiction and lifestyles. 
They take part in an extensive programme of joint 

activities including group discussion, debates, visits 
and a social programme. The young women gained 

an insight into the issues that affect young 
people in Barbados and how they are tackled 

and that Bajan young people face many 
of the same pressures as Scottish 

young women.

“Supranational 
bodies and multi-national 

corporations are exerting ever 
more influence over people’s lives. In an 

increasingly complex and interconnected 
world, it is important that people understand 
how global issues link to local ones. Assisting 

people in understanding the wider world and their 
role as citizens of that world are important

challenges for community education.”

Building an Active Democracy – Discussion 
paper on the role of community education in 

supporting active citizenship, Community 
Learning Scotland

p.25 (2001)
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“Young refugees in the UK face immense problems of 
racism, unemployment and alienation. Many want to 
integrate with dignity into British culture and society 
while at the same time being free to value and cherish 
their own particular culture and identity. They also seek 
to be economically independent and to contribute to the 
economic life of their adopted country” and “Youth work 
can have a decisive role in assisting young refugees in 
their adjustment to British society.” (7)

As a result of research carried out into developing work with 
young refugees, it has been recommended that youth work 
providers should:

“…ncourage full-time, part-time and voluntary workers to 
undertake training to equip them to work positively with 
non-refugee young people to raise the young people’s 
understanding of the issues and to work for greater 
social inclusion.” (8)

Global youth work can provide the opportunities to work 
with young people through creative activities that enable 
participants to make sense of these complex issues and 
challenge negative preconceptions of refugees and asylum 
seekers.

If we want to look at inclusive forms of citizenship and 
challenge stereotypical and outdated ideas of what it means 
to be a citizen of the UK in the new Millennium we need to 
help young people view citizenship in a wider global context. 
The skills, knowledge and values essential for citizenship can 
be developed through a range of global youth work activities 
such as:

 arts, media and cultural activities

 community action and campaigning on local and global 
issues

 developing international links with young people around 
the world

 
 local or international volunteering

 peer education work with global themes

 international youth exchanges

“We must create a British identity that is based on good 
citizenship and commonly shared core values. It is 
fundamental to creating a Britain of belonging, based on 
rights and responsibilities.” (9)

Young people from Black and minority ethnic communities 
sometimes have strong links with communities in other 
countries. Quality youth work with these groups has 
drawn upon these connections in programmes of personal 
development and social action, whilst other youth workers 
have engaged in anti-racist work with white young people 

to enable them to understand and act in ways that respect 
others’ culture and identity and to build alliances. 

The McPherson inquiry, the success of right-wing political 
parties and recent community disturbances indicate that 
UK institutions and communities continue to struggle with 
issues of race, ethnicity and religion.

Young people are often at the centre of how these concerns 
are played out locally. But they cannot be viewed in 
isolation; they bring into focus the UK’s relationships 
and responsibilities to people throughout the world. To 
understand a number of the questions that face us now we 
have to look wider, to the UK’s colonial history and our place 
in the world as a wealthy, international power.

“We must recognise that globalisation threatens the 
identify of all races, cultures and nations, and of both 
majority and minority populations within nations.” (10)

Fashion and fair 
trade arts project

A youth worker encourages young 
people involved in a ‘diversion from crime’ 

project to look at fashion and focuses on the 
clothes in the high street stores young people are 
attracted to. The group designs a set of posters 
about Fair Trade and Fashion which traces the 
products’ journey from manufacture to the high 

street – where they are made, by whom, under what 
conditions, what the economics involved are and 

who profits at each stage. This raises issues of 
child labour and comparisons to the working 

conditions here in the UK for young 
people, peer group pressures 

and image and identify.

Identity and culture 
activities

A youth worker encourages young people in 
a youth club to draw a picture of typical young 
people who live in their area, the clothes they 

wear, the music they listen to, and the environment 
in which they live. These images are then used as a 
starting point for discussion and learning about the 

international links in all our lives; music from the 
USA, clothes from Indonesia and more. This leads 
to the young people deciding to develop a link 

with young people from other countries via 
the internet and exchange information 

and their personal stories.
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Incorporating global perspectives into youth work can critically 
engage young people in exploring what ‘race equality’ means 
for them by challenging stereotypes about other people and 
places, developing intercultural learning, and actions that 
change community life in the UK for the better. For instance 
the Commonwealth offers an important network within
which a range of opportunities for learning can take place 
across national boundaries, including links and youth 
exchanges. 

“The Race Relations (Amendment) Act places a
positive duty on public bodies to promote race equality; 
legally it is not enough for educational institutions 
and maintained youth services to only provide ‘equal 
opportunities’, they must try to encourage and develop
a culture of race equality. This culture should be an 
integral part of a youth work programme even at a
basic level and this can fail young people if it
doesn’t.” (11)

Human rights
Human rights can form a framework for Citizenship education 
in non-formal and formal learning settings and it has a 
global dimension at its core. Young people have needs but 
also rights and responsibilities. The Rights of the Child, 
human rights and the supporting legislation provide a legal 
framework, nationally and internationally, that locates a 
global perspective at the heart of work with young people. 
Human rights are universal; everyone has them irrespective 
of who they are and where they live in the world. 

“Whether we like it or not, globalisation is here. Our task 
is to control it, to use it to the benefit of mankind.” (12)

Young people need to be aware of their rights and 
responsibilities in a global context. This can be encouraged 
by supporting young people’s participation in decision 
making bodies and structures from the local to international 
level.

“Young people’s participation is already acknowledged 
as a right in Article 12 of the United Nation’s Convention 
on the Rights of the Child. Young people’s interest and 
activism on such issues as the environment and human 
rights is increasing.” (13)

One stated aim of the Human Rights Act, now enshrined
in law, is to establish a human rights culture in the
UK.

“The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child provides 
a strong framework for developing global youth work, 
and for challenging negative attitudes towards it. In a 
world where people are becoming more connected and 
dependent on each other, young people’s ability to realise 
their rights, decide right from wrong and take action is 
paramount.” (14)

Children’s rights
media project

Young people with an interest in children’s 
rights set up a media group named after 

Article 12, the right of children to have a say 
in decisions affecting them. They develop a 
website and produce a newsletter to share 
what young people are doing to influence 

decision makers locally in the youth 
service, nationally and internationally.

Global citizens 
scheme

Each young person in the project 
is given a ‘Young Global Citizen’s 

Passport’. Participants receive a stamp 
on their passport from workshops they attend 
and on each activity they complete on; The 

Environment, Creating Waste, Rights, Fair Trade and 
Identity. The passport encourages young people 

to engage with a programme of informal education 
over a period of weeks leading to a trip to a social 

event, along with other youth groups who have 
completed the programme. The evidence 
the young people gather can be used to 

gain recognition and accreditation.
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Quality of life and sustainable 
development

The actions of people around the world not only affect others 
but also affect the physical and natural world itself. Climate 
change, migration and the depletion of natural resources are 
all examples of how the actions of others impact on people, 
wildlife and the environment. 

“Real changes in thinking and action are needed to 
make progress towards a sustainable world. Youth 
organisations can play a vital part in promoting more 
sustainable living.” (14)

Young people cannot develop a better quality of life without 
understanding their impact on the world and the impact that 
others’ actions have on their livelihoods. The issues of social 
exclusion, sustainable development and quality of life are all 
interconnected. Improving young people’s quality of life means 
enabling young people to gain access to a balance of social, 
human, financial, physical and natural assets (resources) that 
are essential for young people to live a more sustainable lifestyle 
that does not damage these for future generations.

“At the heart of sustainable development is the simple 
idea of ensuring a better quality of life for everyone, now 
and for future generations to come. It means meeting 
four objectives at the same time:
1.  social progress which recognises the needs of 

everyone;
2. effective protection of the environment;
3. prudent use of natural resources;
4.  maintenance of high and stable levels of economic 

growth and employment.” (16)

Sustainable development can provide a framework within 
which we can analyse the capacity of a policy, organisation 
or service to meet the needs of individuals, groups and 

communities. It raises questions about the relationship 
between the needs of the economy and the needs of young 
people and the world around us. It can also help us to look 

critically at the nature and purpose of our work with young 
people, how we create youth policy, structure programmes 
and services and decide on curricula. 

(The model has been adapted from a Department for International Development (DFID) Background Briefing
Sustainable Livelihoods and Poverty Elimination, DFID, 9 November 1999.)

ASSETS that
together can form
a more sustainable

lifestyle

FINANCIAL ASSETS
Cash income, credit, 
state benefits or the 
‘informal economy’, 

goods in kind. 
Young people are 

less likely to have 
access to assets 
such as savings, 

property or credit.

PHYSICAL ASSETS
Basic infrastructure and 

physical goods that support 
the livelihoods of individuals 
and communities, transport, 

water, sanitation, housing, 
communications and access to 

information.

NATURAL ASSETS
Natural resources 
people rely on 
for income, well-
being (physical and 
spiritual), public 
goods such as clean 
air. Access to and 
use of natural assets 
varies for different 
social and economic 
groups.

SOCIAL ASSETS
Interactions, membership 
of structured groups, 
relationships of trust, identity, 
belonging and spiritual 
development.

HUMAN ASSETS
Skills, knowledge, good health, family and 

capacity to work.
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Recommenda tions
To ensure global perspectives are reflected in voluntary and local authority youth services, principal youth officers, senior managers and decision 
makers need to build on the practice of individual motivated youth workers and the interests of young people, and develop organisational policy 
frameworks that:

 Ensure that training for staff and volunteers recognises the skills, knowledge and experiences needed to develop global youth work.
 Develop youth service/organisational mission/curriculum statements that include global youth work, ensuring all staff are aware of and 

engaged in the process. 
 Ensure that young people have the opportunity to shape the development of global youth work so that it is based in the reality of young 

people’s lives locally and encourages and supports youth led initiatives.
  Identify, celebrate and share examples of good practice, experiences and learning about global youth work with the wider youth work and 

education sectors.
 Build partnerships with the development agencies, international networks and educators in citizenship, sustainable development, human rights 

and anti-racism to develop collaborative approaches to projects and policy development.
 Develop effective, where possible ‘face-to-face’, links with partners abroad.
 Disseminate information on global issues and campaigns to youth workers and young people to enable the development of informed and 

innovative programmes and activities.
 Increase the amount of staff time dedicated specifically to the development of global youth work.
 Take advantage of the opportunities for securing further resources and training to develop this work available through development education 

providers.

To ensure global perspectives are reflected within youth work training providers, local authorities, the voluntary sector and initial training courses in 
higher education need to:

 Recognise the skills, knowledge and experiences required to develop global youth work through curriculum content and placements, including 
youth work curriculum design and delivery as well as analysis.

 Develop accredited and endorsed training units and programmes that enable workers to deliver global youth work across the UK.
 Ensure that global issues are explicit in all elements of the training delivered recognising the global dimension to all issues.
 Make contact with development education providers to access up-to-date information, educational materials and support.
 Share good examples of training units, modules and courses that include a global dimension and global youth work specifically with the wider 

youth work and education sectors.
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Training opportunities
Examples of training for global youth work

 De Montfort University, Leicester, offers modules in 
Global Youth Work and Global Community Education at 
BA and MA levels.

 Development Education Association offers an 
‘Introduction to Global Youth Work’ training course, 
developed in partnership with ActionAid, the international 
development agency. This is accredited through the Open 
College Network at level 3.

  Global Connections, Pembroke, Wales has worked with 
the youth training consortia to develop accredited global 
youth work training opportunities in Wales.

 Greenwich University offers a ‘Global and Intercultural 
Youth Work’ module as part of the BA (Hon) in Youth and 
Community Studies.

  YouthNet, Belfast, Northern Ireland has offered taster 
days for over 20 youth organisations to introduce 
participants to the issues and methods involved in global 
youth work.

A number of other agencies and voluntary youth services 
offer training, workshops and peer education training on 
global issues for their young members, volunteers and paid 
staff, including but not exclusively:

 Boys Brigade

 British Red Cross

 Girl Guiding UK

 Scout Association

 Methodist Association of Youth Clubs

   Woodcraft Folk.

Development Education Centres supporting youth work 
training initiatives include:

 Derby Rainbow Centre input into youth worker training

 Global Connections, Pembroke youth workers training 
course developed

 Global Link, Lancaster input into youth worker training

 Kent and the Wider World, Maidstone input into youth 
worker training

 Leeds DEC input into youth worker training

 NEAD (Norfolk Education and Action for 
Development) Norwich input into youth worker training

 Reading International Solidarity Centre (RISC) input 
into youth worker training.

Detached youth work

Young people working with a detached youth 
work project are trusted with a camera over 

two weeks to take photographs of their local 
environment, family and friends to show what life 
is like for them, their aspirations and fears. These 

are then compared to images and biographies 
of young people from Peru to explore identity, 
culture and how the lives of young people are 

connected around the world. 
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Local networks
A network of 40 local Development Education Centres 
(DECs) in the UK, provide resource centres for the loan of 
educational materials and can offer information and advice 
for local youth services. Alongside this a number of centres 
will have education officers who can work in partnership on 
specific global youth work projects. 

A number of Black and minority ethnic community 
organisations are involved with global youth work and will
be able to provide information and work in partnership
with youth services around the UK. For a full list of DECs
and Black and minority ethnic community organisations 
involved in global youth work please contact the 
Development Education Association or go to 
www.dea.org.uk/dea/a_to_z_of_members 

ActionAid 
020 7561 7561
deved@actionaid.org.uk
www.actionaid.org/schoolsandyouth
Youth website: www.actionzone.cc 

CAFOD
020 7733 7900
youth@cafod.org.uk
www.cafod.org.uk

Christian Aid
020 7523 2237
mpower@christian-aid.org
www.christian-aid.org.uk/mpower 

World Action Methodist Association of Youth Clubs
020 7467 5159
worldaction@methodistchurch.org.uk
www.methodist.org.uk

Save the Children Fund (UK)
020 7703 5400
info@scfuk.org.uk
www.savethechildren.org.uk

Oxfam
01865 312610
oxfam@oxfam.org.uk
www.oxfam.org.uk/coolplanet

UNICEF (UK)
020 7405 5592
education@unicef.org.uk
www.unicef.org.uk/education

Y-Care International
020 7421 3016
campaigns.deved@ycare.org.uk
www.ycare.org.uk

Support for the development of global youth work
A number of agencies provide a range of support to develop global youth work, including information, access to
international networks and partners, educational resources, training for practitioners, funding and consultancy.
These include:

9

“Youth workers 
already recognise the 

importance of work to combat 
oppression and implement this into 

their programmes and ethos. Partnership 
and negotiation with young people by 
youth workers is crucial to the learning 

process . . . the growth of global youth work 
will enhance youth work by making links to 

the global perspective” 

Youth Service Policy Statement on 
Global Youth Work, London 
Borough of Richmond Upon 

Thames.
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Strategic organisations that 
support global youth work

Commonwealth Youth Exchange Council
020 7498 6151
mail@cyec.demon.co.uk

Connect Youth International
020 7389 4030
connectyouth.enquiries@britishcouncil.org
www.connectyouthinternational.com

Council for Environmental Education
0118 950 2550
enquiries@cee.org.uk 
www.cee.org.uk

Development Education Association  
020 7490 8108
dea@dea.org.uk
www.dea.org.uk/youth

  
National Council for Voluntary Youth Services

020 7422 8630
mail@ncvys.org.uk 
www.ncvys.org.uk

The National Youth Agency
0116 285 3700
nya@nya.org.uk
www.nya.org.uk

Scotland
IDEAS (International Development Education Association of 
Scotland)

0131 447 7164
i-d-e-a-s@i-d-e-a-s.freeserve.co.uk
www.ideas-forum.org.uk

Youth Link Scotland
0131 313 2488
info@youthlink.co.uk
www.youthlink.co.uk

Wales
Cyfanfyd

029 2022 8549
cyfanfyd@wcia.org.uk
www.cyfanfyd.org.uk

Cyngor Ieuenctid Cymru – Wales Youth Agency
029 2085 5700
wya@wya.org.uk
www.wya.org.uk

Northern Ireland
One World Centre Northern Ireland 

Tel: 028 9024 1879 
owc@belfastdec.org
www.belfastdec.org

YouthNet 
Tel: 028 9033 1880
info@youthnet.co.uk
www.youthnetni.org.uk

Youth Council Northern Ireland
Tel: 028 9064 3882 
www.youthcouncil-ni.org.uk 
info@youthcouncil-ni.org.uk

Department for International Development
For information about the work of the Department for International Development contact the public enquiry point which 
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Young people in a global society
We all live in a society connected to the rest of the world on a daily basis by food, work, music, sport, clothes, travel, TV, film and 
the internet. These influences create opportunities for young people to gain new experiences of different people, places, culture 
and lifestyles.

Young people’s lives cannot be viewed only in a local or national context, as all local communities have global links. In this global 
society the livelihoods of young people in the UK are directly affected by the actions of others throughout the world and they in 
turn affect others through the way they live their lives.

This document presents the case for why global issues are integral to the design and delivery of youth work in the UK. It will be 
of interest to all those working in informal education with young people but is primarily aimed at the following audiences:

• Decision makers within national voluntary youth organisations

• Senior youth and community education officers within local authorities

• Curriculum development officers within youth work organisations

• Youth and community work training agencies and providers.

This briefing emphasises the links between global issues and current social agendas and outlines the action maintained youth 
services, voluntary youth work organisations and youth work training providers can take to develop and embed global dimensions 
in their work. It also includes examples of practice and sources of information, training, resources and support.


